Publication

- Proceedings:

All accepted and presented papers during IACMC 2019 will be peer reviewed and considered for inclusion in the Digital Conference Proceedings with an ISBN number. IACMC
2019 proceedings will also be submitted to be included by major citation databases such as SCOPUS and Clarivate Analytics Conference Proceedings Citation Index (ISI Web of
Science)

- Full Paper Publications:

Announcement of Upcoming Springer Proceedings in Mathematics & Statistics

Title of the Book: Communications in Mathematical Computations and Applications

The proceedings proposal of IACMC 2019 is submitted to Springer for a possible publication

The vision of this book is to establish prototypes in completed, current and future mathematical and applied sciences research from advanced and developing countries. The book
is intended to make an intellectual contribution to the theory and practice of mathematics. In addition to invited chapters, this book will include selected quality full papers from
the 6th International Arab Conference on Mathematics and Computations 2019 (IACMC 2019). IACMC 2019 is a refereed conference emphasising on different topics of
mathematics related to mathematical and applied sciences. Although many of the chapters may focus on a specific framework of research, this book will look for rigorous, original
and creative contributions that communicate across multiple subfields of mathematics. We believe that Springer Proceedings in Mathematics & Statistics is one of the most
appropriate outlets for the publication of research related with this topic. Thus, this book as a first in the fields of mathematical and applied sciences makes a unique and valuable
contribution in flashing more theory building and future research on such topics.
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Potential Research Themes

The book invites contributions in a broad range of mathematical and applied sciences, using different methodological techniques from different research models. Topics of interest
include, but are not limited to:

- Applied mathematics

- Pure mathematics

- Numerical mathematics

- Applied statistics

- Applied probability

Schedule and deadlines

- Contribution due: 01/08/2019

- Contribution submission deadline: 31/12/2019 (submission site will be closed automatically)

- Publication date: May 2020 (Tentative)
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Review Process

Each contribution submitted to this book is subject to the following review procedures:

- Two reviewers will be selected for a double-blind review process

- Based on the reviewers’ recommendation, the guest editors will decide whether the particular submission should be accepted as it is, revised and re-submitted, or rejected

. here General submission guidelines for authors can also be found

Guest Editors

- Dia Zeidan, German Jordanian University, Jordan

- Seshadev Padhi, Birla Institute of Technology, India

- Aliaa Burqan, Zarqa University, Jordan

- Peer Ueberholz, Niederrhein University of Applied Sciences, Germany

Further information

For inquiries specifically related to this book, please email the corresponding editor Dia Zeidan at:dia.zeidan@gju.edu.jo
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Announcement of Upcoming Springer Proceedings in Mathematics & Statistics Topic: Title of the Book: Communications in Mathematical Computations and Applications The
The vision of this book is to establish prototypes in completed, current and future proceedings proposal of IACMC 2019 is submitted to Springer for a possible publication
mathematical and applied sciences research from advanced and developing countries.The book is intended to make anintellectual contribution to the theory and practice of
mathematics.In addition to invited chapters, this book will include selected quality full papers from the6thInternational Arab Conference on Mathematics and Computations 2019
(IACMC2019). IACMC2019is a refereed conference emphasising on different topics of mathematics related to mathematical and applied sciences. Although many of the chapters
may focus on a specific framework of research, this book will look for rigorous, original and creative contributions that communicate across multiple subfields of mathematics. We
believe that Springer Proceedingsin Mathematics & Statistics is one of the most appropriate outlets for the publication of research related with this topic.Thus, this book as a first
in the fields of mathematical and applied sciences makes a unique and valuable contribution in flashing more theory building and future research on such topics.
Potential Research Themes
The book invites contributions in a broad range of mathematical and applied sciences, using different methodological techniques from different research models. Topics of interest
include, but are not limited to:
 Applied mathematics
 Pure mathematics
 Numerical mathematics
 Applied statistics
 Applied probability
Schedule and deadlines
 Contribution due: 01/08/2019
 Contribution submission deadline: 31/12/2019 (submission site will be closed automatically)
 Publication date: May 2020 (Tentative)
Review Process
Each contribution submitted to this book is subject to the following review procedures:
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 Two reviewers will be selected for a double-blind review process
 Based on the reviewers’ recommendation, the guest editors will decide whether the particular submission should be accepted as it is, revised and re-submitted, or rejected
General submission guidelines for authors can also be found in
http://iacmc.zu.edu.jo/eng/
Guest Editors
 Dia Zeidan, German Jordanian University, Jordan
 SeshadevPadhi, Birla Institute of Technology, India
 Aliaa Burqan, Zarqa University, Jordan
 Peer Ueberholz, Niederrhein University of Applied Sciences, Germany
Further information
For inquiries specifically related to this book, please email the corresponding editor Dia Zeidan
atdia.zeidan@gju.edu.joAnnouncement of Upcoming Springer Proceedings in Mathematics &amp; Statistics Topic: Title of the Book: Communications in Mathematical
Computations and Applications The proceedings proposal of IACMC 2019 is submitted to Springer for a possible publication
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